2019-08-12 Series Bulletin #2
Re: Mobil 1 Championship Double points weekend at SMP
As announced previously, the 2019 Mobil 1 Ontario Time Attack Championship presented by Toyo Tires is offering
“double points” based on the highest points score of the two Shannonville days. This means that your highest
Shannonville event score will be used a second time to replace the lowest scored event of the year if you meet the
following criteria:
#1 You must enter and compete in both events 6 & 7. (The event organizer(s) and CASC-OR Non-Competing Appointed
Steward(s) for events 6 & 7 are exempt from this rule)
#2 You must have a minimum of five scored events for the 2019 season at the end of the Shannonville weekend for the
highest scored. (Organiser and Steward points count as a “scored event”.)
#3 Competitors must have a minimum of one timed competition lap and an official score for the entry to be counted as
a “scored event.” ie: In other words, you can’t just enter the event and not compete to have the event count toward
season points. You must have at least one timed lap that is included in the official results of that event for the event to
count toward season points.
#4 A qualifying event Organiser (or CASC-OR appointed Steward) for the weekend must enter the event they are not
volunteering at and must use the scores from the SMP event in which they competed for the “double points” to be used.
Ie: Organising will count as an “entry”, but organizer points can not be used for the Mobil 1 Double Points.

Clarifications:
#1 If your Shannonville Event 6 & 7 scores are both lower than the scores from earlier in the season, your best
Shannonville score can replace your worst Shannonville score, provided criterium #3 is met.
#2: Note that the double-points calculation will not be automatic and will need to be reviewed and error checked.
Therefore, the season points printed at the end of event 7 may change with the calculation of the “Double Points” event
substitutions.

Stephen Deneka
CASC-OR Time Attack Director

